Job Opportunities at NCR

Thanks for your interest in job openings at the National Catholic Reporter Publishing Company.

**Bertelsen Editorial Internship Program** [2]
Accepting applications now for the **Winter 2018 program**, a semester-long paid internship position designed to provide recent college graduates with firsthand newspaper experience. **Applications will close Sept. 1, 2017.**

**National Correspondent** [3]

**APPLICATIONS ARE CLOSED.** The National Correspondent, reporting to the Editor in Chief, will identify and report on news and issues involving the Catholic church in the United States, with a focus on putting a Catholic and faith perspective on national and political trends. The position calls for deft news reporting, compelling storytelling and a sound grasp of the work and challenges Catholics face in the church and in society. An authoritative voice is essential. **The deadline for this position was June 8, 2017. Details are here [3].**
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